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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which cache aggregation scheme is supported by NetFlow ToS-based router aggregation?
A. AS
B. destination prefix
C. protocol port
D. prefix-port
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Using a few valuation models and a range of inputs, an analyst estimates a security's intrinsic
value to be between $18 to $22. The security is trading at $21.5. The security appears to be:
A. undervalued.
B. fairly valued.
C. overvalued.
Answer: B
Explanation:
The price is within the range.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are the project manager for PassGuide Inc. Your project has a budget at completion of
$950,000 and is 45 percent complete, though the project should be 50 percent complete. The
project has spent $450,897 to reach the 45 percent complete milestone.
What is the project's cost performance index?
A. 0.98
B. 0.95

C. 0.86
D. 0.84
Answer: B
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